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m | stone® / solid surface architecture /
series / showers / furniture / accessories

welcome
m | stone is proud and pleased to welcome you within our world of luxury mineral cast m |
stone® architecture. discover our vast collection of extraordinary designs which will inevitably
inspire you and please share with us facination on architecture, design and luxury.
Interior designs have elevated the bathroom to an oasis of sophistication and relaxation. m |
stone is one of the leading european specialists in the manufacturing of solid surface as well as
arcrylic architectural products.
kindly be invited to join the tour of design, elegance, architectural and inspiration provided by m |
stone.
whether the purpose is an individual architectural project or the creation of a commercial range:
the variety in form, design and colour is nearly endless. m | stone® is not only aesthetically
stunning - it is convincing in regard to function.
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glow
enamating a warm vibrancy, the m | stone® glow
series cosets you in your own personal world of
relaxation.
with its clean graded lines the glow bath is available in
symmetrical or asymmetrical design fitting left or right
side.
all bath designs are complemented with the glow toilet,
bidet, countertop or freestanding washbasin solutions.
enjoy and lose yourself in luxery with the purism of this
superb series.

glow
washbasin
freestanding
55 x 40 x 90 cm
white matt
€ 1.543,white glossy
€ 1.676,-

glow
washbasin
countertop
50 x 40 x 15 cm
white matt
€ 599,white glossy
€ 654,-

glow
toilet
wall hung
52 x 39 x 34 cm
white matt
€ 1.264,white glossy
€ 1.355,-

glow
bidet
wall hung
52 x 39 x 34 cm
white matt
€ 1.156,white glossy
€ 1.264,-

opposite page:
01/ glow symmerical bath, freestanding
02/ glow washbasin, freestanding
03/ glow washbasin, countertop
04/ glow toilet, wall hung
05/ glow bidet, wall hung

glow
symmetrical bath
freestanding
182 x 84 x 70/50 cm
white matt
€ 5.161,white glossy
€ 5.633,-
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glow
asymmetrical bath left
freestanding
182 x 82 x 70/50 cm
white matt
€ 5.161,white glossy
€ 5.633,-

glow
asymmetrical bath right
freestanding
182 x 82 x 70/50 cm
white matt
€ 5.161,white glossy
€ 5.633,-
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pearl

pearl
the epitome of awesome clean design. pearl interprets
modern lines and is open in its uniformity. the key to
the pearl is its classic form, it allows for leaning back
and resting and with its warm embrace the haptic
feedback is clearly perceptible.
pearl can be the center piece of a
coordinated suite of bathroom furniture, all solid surface
including bidet, toilet and washbasins, both
freestanding and countertop.

opposite page:
01/ pearl bath, freestanding
02/ pearl bath oval, freestanding
03/ pearl washbasin, countertop
04/ pearl washbasin, wall hung
05/ pearl toilet, wall hung
06/ pearl bidet, wall hung

pearl
washbasin
freestanding
55 x 40 x 90 cm
white matt
€ 1.543,white glossy
€ 1.676,-

pearl
bath
freestanding
182 x 81 x 70/50 cm
white matt
€ 5.161,white glossy
€ 5.633,-
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pearl
washbasin
countertop
50 x 40 x 15 cm
white matt
€ 599,white glossy
€ 654,-

pearl
toilet
wall hung
52 x 39 x 34 cm
white matt
€ 1.264,white glossy
€ 1.355,-

pearl
bath oval
freestanding
182 x 81x 50 cm
white matt
€ 5.161,white glossy
€ 5.633,-

pearl
bidet
wall hung
52 x 39 x 34 cm
white matt
€ 1.156,white glossy
€ 1.264,-
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pride

pride
pride, a strikingly attractive m | stone® evolution
married with practical extended surfaces that create a
wave of smooth flowing lines.
pride is comfortable in its own skin and will make your
bathroom truly special, matching details and
accessories will inevitably provide a daily cheer-up!

opposite page:
01/ pride bath, freestanding
02/ pride washbasin, freestanding
03/ pride bidet,floor mounted
04/ pride toilet, floor mounted
05/ pride washbasin, countertop
06/ pride bidet, wall hung
07/ pride toilet, wall hung

pride
washbasin
freestanding
67 x 43 x 90 cm
white matt
€ 1.543,white glossy
€ 1.676,-

pride
bath
freestanding
192 x 85 x 78/50 cm
white matt
€ 4.979,white glossy
€ 5.433,-
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pride
washbasin
countertop
67 x 40 x 15 cm
white matt
€ 599,white glossy
€ 654,-

pride
toilet
wall hung
52 x 39 x 33 cm
white matt
€ 1.264,white glossy
€ 1.355,-

pride
toilet
floor mounted
51 x 41 x 42 cm
white matt
€ 1.264,white glossy
€ 1.355,-

pride
bidet
wall hung
52 x 39 x 33 cm
white matt
€ 1.156,white glossy
€ 1.264,-

pride
bidet
floor mounted
51 x 41 x 33 cm
white matt
€ 1.156,white glossy
€ 1.264,-
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prime

prime
the expression of first class design. a perfect symbiosis
of rounded and straight lines is showing extraordinary
artwork. feel the inevitable caracter of this bath and
assimilate the smoothness and cosines it radiates.
the whole series is available with toilet, bidet and
washbasin in freestandig or countertop version. our
accessories round up and perfectly integrate in this
picture of harmony and relaxation.

opposite page:
01/ prime bath, freestanding
02/ prime bath oval, freestanding
03/ prime washbasin,freestanding
04/ prime washbasin, countertop
05/ prime toilet, wall hung
06/ prime bidet, wall hung

prime
washbasin
freestanding
53 x 35 x 90 cm
white matt
€ 1.543,white glossy
€ 1.676,-

prime
bath
freestanding
195 x 85 x 75/50 cm
white matt
€ 4.979,white glossy
€ 5.433,-
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prime
washbasin
countertop
53 x 35 x 15 cm
white matt
€ 599,white glossy
€ 654,-

prime
toilet
wall hung
52 x 39 x 33 cm
white matt
€ 1.264,white glossy
€ 1.355,-

prime
bath oval
freestanding
195 x 85 x 50 cm
white matt
€ 4.979,white glossy
€ 5.433,-

prime
bidet
wall hung
52 x 39 x 33 cm
white matt
€ 1.156,white glossy
€ 1.264,-
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shine

shine
‘as we let our light shine we unconsciously give other
people permission to do the same. as we are
liberated from our own fear, our presence actually
liberates others’. (marianne williamson)
inspirational words that embody the philosophy
behind the exceptional series shine, which comes alive
through subtle led illumination.
create a very special ambiance right in your own home
with this unforgettable collection all capable of being
individually illuminated.

opposite page:
01/ shine bath, freestanding
02/ shine washbasin, freestanding
03/ shine washbasin, countertop
04/ shine toilet, floor mounted
05/ shine bidet, floor mounted

shine
washbasin
freestanding
53 x 43 x 90 cm
white matt
€ 2.027,white glossy
€ 2.166,-

shine
bath
freestanding
180 x 80 x 50 cm
white matt
€ 5.705,white glossy
€ 6.141,-
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shine
washbasin
countertop
50 x 40 x 15 cm
white matt
€ 841,white glossy
€ 1.137,-

shine
toilet
floor mounted
51 x 41 x 42 cm
white matt
€ 1.506,white glossy
€ 1.839,-

shine
bidet
floor mounted
51 x 41 x 42 cm
white matt
€ 1.398,white glossy
€ 1.748,-
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moon

moon
superior design from out of space.
the combination of living light elements with
extraordinary rounded and smoothed shapes make
moon unique in the universe.
be a pioneer and discover new dimensions of luxury
and extravagance. sense the embrace of this
fascinating design which warmly illuminates your
bathroom.

moon
washbasin
freestanding
55 x 45 x 90 cm
white matt
€ 2.027,white glossy
€ 2.166,-

moon
bath
freestanding
190 x 90 x 50 cm
white matt
€ 5.705,white glossy
€ 6.141,-
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moon
washbasin
countertop
55 x 45 x 16 cm
white matt
€ 841,white glossy
€ 1.137,-

opposite page:
01/ moon bath, freestanding
02/ moon washbasin, freestanding
03/ moon washbasin, countertop
04/ moon toilet, wall hung
05/ moon bidet, wall hung

moon
toilet
wall hung
52 x 39 x 34 cm
white matt
€ 1.506,white glossy
€ 1.839,-

moon
bidet
wall hung
52 x 39 x 34 cm
white matt
€ 1.398,white glossy
€ 1.748,-
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feel

feel
some say the unique feel series is peter jamieson’s
finest work, its classic angular formation gives flexible
but highly stylish solutions to multitudinous bathroom
conundrums.
conceived in the principality of monaco this is
european style at its best attracting interest from
around the world. the embodiment of no nonsense
bathing, enjoy!
be sure to consider the complete suite for maximum
effect and lasting impression.

feel
washbasin
freestanding
53 x 43 x 90 cm
white matt
€ 1.543,white glossy
€ 1.676,-

feel
bath
freestanding
180 x 80 x 50 cm
white matt
€ 4.979,white glossy
€ 5.433,-
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feel
washbasin
countertop
50 x 40 x 15 cm
white matt
€ 599,white glossy
€ 654,-

opposite page:
01/ feel bath, freestanding
02/ feel washbasin, freestanding
03/ feel washbasin, countertop
04/f eel toilet, floor mounted
05/ feel bidet, floor mounted

feel
toilet
floor mounted
51 x 41 x 42 cm
white matt
€ 1.264,white glossy
€ 1.355,-

feel
bidet
floor mounted
52 x 41 x 42 cm
white matt
€ 1.156,white glossy
€ 1.264,-
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glam
reside royally and bath first class! this luxury modern
design series leaves no wish unfulfilled. created with
pure lines it conveys the character of natural elements
glamorously implemented in your bathroom. formations
of classic rectangular shapes interacting with dished
finishes are setting a statement.
impress yourself every day in adding luxury trends and
highlights to your home.
opposite page:
01/ glam bath, freestanding
02/ glam washbasin, freestanding
03/ glam bidet,floor mounted
04/ glam toilet, floor mounted
05/ glam washbasin, countertop
06/ glam bidet, wall hung
07/ glam toilet, wall hung

glam
washbasin
freestanding
60x45x86 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 1.543,€ 1.676,-

glam
bath short
freestanding
192x85x78/50cm
white matt
€ 4.979,white glossy
€ 5.282,-
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glam
washbasin
countertop
60x45x16 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 599,€ 654,-

glam
bath
freestanding
170x80x55 cm
white matt
€ 5.161,white glossy
€ 5.681,-

glam
toilet
floor mounted
51x41x42 cm
white matt
white glossy

glam
toilet
wall hung
57x38x36 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 1.264,€ 1.355,-

€ 1.264,€ 1.355,-

glam
bidet
floor mounted
51x41x42 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 1.156,€ 1.264,-

glam
bidet
wall hung
57x38x36 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 1.156,€ 1.264,-
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showers

showers
daily ablution made effortless! considering that most
people start their day with a refreshing shower we
wanted to make that experience liberating.
everyone who has ever taken a shower has
considered ideas. these ideas come more easily when
that essential experience allows the mind to run free.
our amazing m | stone® shower solutions are superbly
crafted to look, feel and perform outstandingly ...
allowing your creativity to break free!
opposite page:
01/ shower 90x180 cm
02/ shower 90x180 cm

shower 90 x 90 x 60 cm
white matt
€ 847,white glossy
€ 926,-

shower 90 x 160 x 60 cm
white matt
€ 1.410,white glossy
€ 1.543,-
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shower 90 x 120 x 60 cm
white matt
€ 1.035,white glossy
€ 1.131,-

shower 90 x 180 x 60 cm
white matt
€ 1.603,white glossy
€ 1.755,-

shower 90 x 140 x 60 cm
white matt
€ 1.222,white glossy
€ 1.337,-
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slab/strip

slab/strip
complement your m | stone® bath with our furniture
series ‘strip’, ‘slab’, ‘boxes’ or ‘shelves’ allowing you
to complete your bathroom arrangement- with either
integrated or top mounted basin solutions including
storage underneath.
choose from three sizes 90, 120 or 160 cm with
single or double sink configuration. all series can also
be equipped with led illumination to create that special
ambience.

opposite page:
01/ slab 160 cm with countertop sinks ‘glow’
02/ strip 120 cm with integrated oval sink

so let your imagination take charge and create the
effect of your dreams!

slab

slab 90 cm
countertop sink (all series)
white matt
€ 1.252,white glossy
€ 1.373,-

slab 120 cm
countertop sink (all series)
white matt
€ 1.506,white glossy
€ 1.652,-

slab 160 cm
countertop sinks (all series)
white matt
€ 2.118,white glossy
€ 2.317,-

slab 90 cm
integrated sink (oval or square)
white matt
€ 1.252,white glossy
€ 1.373,-

slab 120 cm
integrated sink (oval or square)
white matt
€ 1.506,white glossy
€ 1.652,-

slab 160 cm
integrated sinks (oval or square)
white matt
€ 2.118,white glossy
€ 2.317,-

slab 90 cm
cabinet w drawers
white matt
€ 2.602,white glossy
€ 2.704,-

slab 120 cm
cabinet w drawers
white matt
€ 3.176,white glossy
€ 3.303,-

slab 160 cm
cabinet w drawers
white matt
€ 3.884,white glossy
€ 4.084,-

strip 90 cm
countertop sink (all series)
white matt
€ 2.602,white glossy
€ 2.704,-

strip 120 cm
countertop sink (all series)
white matt
€ 3.176,white glossy
€ 3.303,-

strip 160 cm
countertop sinks (all series)
white matt
€ 3.884,white glossy
€ 4.084,-

strip 90 cm
integrated sink
white matt square		
white glossy square
white matt oval		
white glossy oval		

strip 120 cm
integrated sink
white matt square		
white glossy square
white matt oval		
white glossy oval		

strip 160 cm
integrated sink
white matt square		
white glossy square
white matt oval		
white glossy oval		

strip
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€ 4.011,€ 4.187,€ 4.011,€ 4.181,-

€ 4.556,€ 4.749,€ 4.556,€ 4.749,-

€ 5.451,€ 5.681,€ 5.457,€ 5.693,-
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shelves/boxes
the beauty of the m | stone® furniture concept also
lies with its flexibillty. all components can be ‘mixed and
matchted’ giving you complete control over the finished
bathroom arrangement. any countertop washbasin
can be combined with the furniture series of choice.
choose from three sizes 90, 120 or 160 cm with
single or double sink configuration.
innovative and stylish storage and display solutions
offering practicallity in incomparable fashion, exclusively
created by english born designer peter jamieson.
opposite page:
01/ shelves 160 cm with integrated square sinks
02/ shelves 129 cm with countertop sink ‘shine’
03/ boxes 120 cm with countertop sink ‘shine’
04/ shelves 120 cm with integrated square sink

shelves

shelves 90 cm
countertop sink (all series)
white matt
€ 3.818,white glossy
€ 3.998,-

shelves 120 cm
countertop sink (all series)
white matt
€ 4.392,white glossy
€ 4.598,-

shelves 160 cm
countertop sinks (all series)
white matt
€ 5.385,white glossy
€ 5.639,-

shelves 90 cm
integrated sink (oval or square)
white matt
€ 3.818,white glossy
€ 3.999,-

shelves 120 cm
integrated sink (oval or square)
white matt
€ 4.392,white glossy
€ 4.598,-

shelves 160 cm
integrated sink (oval or square)
white matt
€ 5.385,white glossy
€ 5.639,-

boxes 120 cm
countertop sink (all series)
white matt
€ 3.945,white glossy
€ 4.108,-

boxes 160 cm
countertop sink (all series)
white matt
€ 5.136,white glossy
€ 5.336,-

boxes

boxes 90 cm
icountertop sink (all series)
white matt
€ 3.370,white glossy
€ 3.509,-
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boxes

guest
modern interior design and outstanding taste is marked
by focus on details. convey a little luxury to your guests
and bring extravagant design to your guest rooms.
our guest furniture design in size 50 cm are perfectly
matching our numerous valued
bathroom series.

opposite page:
01/ guest ‘glam’ with integrted sink
02/ guest ‘shine’ with integrated sink
03/ guest ‘moon’ with integrated sink
04/ guest ‘prime’ with integrated sink
05/ guest ‘glow’ with integrated sink

guest ‘glam’ 50 cm
w integrated sink
white matt
€ 1.506,white glossy
€ 1.627,-

guest ‘shine’ 50 cm
w integrated sinkshelves guest
white matt
€ 1.506,white glossy
€ 1.627,-

guest ‘moon’ 50 cm
w integrated sink
white matt
€ 1.506,white glossy
€ 1.627,-

guest ‘prime’ 50 cm
w integrated sink
white matt
€ 1.506,white glossy
€ 1.627,-

guest ‘glow’ 50 cm
w integrated sinkshelves guest
white matt
€ 1.506,white glossy
€ 1.627,-

guest ‘pride’ 50 cm
w integrated sinkshelves guest
white matt
€ 1.506,white glossy
€ 1.627,-
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cabinets/stools
storage in bathroom is very important. our m | stone®
collection not only statisfies with extraordinary beautiful
design and exceptional haptic it also convinces with
very practical aspects. to make our m | stone®
collection perfect our cabinets offer beautiful space for
the presentation and custody of indispensable objects.
for the practical depostition of laundry or just for the
comfort during your stay our stools offer a very stylish
and pleasant solution.

opposite page:
01/ cupboard ‘free’
02/ vertical shelves
03/ cabinets ‘boxes’ vertical
04/ cabinets ‘strip’ vertical
05/ stools ‘free’
06/ stools square

cabinets

vertical shelf
20x20 cm
white matt
white glossy

vertical shelf
81x38 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 115,€ 127,-

€ 768,€ 841,-

vertical shelf
32x20 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 163,€ 182,-

vertical shelf
30x14 cm
white matt
white glossy

cabinet ‘strip’ vertical
40x150 cm
white matt
€ 2.438,white glossy
€ 2.553,-

€ 139,€ 151,-

cupboard ‘free’
30x78 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 545,€ 593,-

cabinet ‘boxes’ vertical
40x150 cm
white matt
€ 2.438,white glossy
€ 2.553,-

stools

stool round
50 x 30 x 39 cm
white matt
€ 768,white glossy
€ 841,-
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stool ‘free’
33 x 33 x 44 cm
white matt
€ 551,white glossy
€ 605,-

stool square
50 x 30 x 39 cm
white matt
€ 768,white glossy
€ 841,-

stool oval
50 x 30 x 39 cm
white matt
€ 768,white glossy
€ 841,-

stools

rails

mirrors
simply irremissible! of course as mirrors are one of the
key features. bring your bathroom to life with our
stunning selection of m | stone® bath mirrors.
the collection presents itself with integrated light options
and offers a variety of different shapes and sizes. our
solution with integrated cabinets combines the practical
aspect of storage with outstanding high quality design.
all design perfectly match to your m | stone®
bathroom design.

mirror w storage
90x60 cm
white matt
€ 2.886,white glossy
on request

mirror square
50x90 cm
white matt
white glossy

mirror oval
50x90 cm
white matt
white glossy
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opposite page:
01/ mirror w storage 90x90 cm
02/ mirror round Ø 70 cm
03/ mirror oval 50x90 cm
04/ mirror square 50x90 cm

mirror w storage
120x60 cm
white matt
€ 3.975,white glossy
on request

€ 883,€ 974,-

mirror square
70x90 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 914,€ 1.004,-

mirror oval
70x90 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 1.168,€ 1.289,-

mirror square
90x90 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 1.252,€ 1.373,-

mirror oval
90x90 cm
white matt
white glossy

mirror round
Ø 90 cm
white matt
white glossy

mirror w storage
160x60 cm
white matt
€ 4.580,white glossy
on request

€ 1.506,€ 1.652,-

€ 1.567,€ 1.724,-

€ 1.234,€ 1.361,-

mirror round
Ø 50 cm
white matt
white glossy

mirror round
Ø 70 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 617,€ 678,-

€ 866,€ 950,-
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rails/bath trays
expensive bathroom textiles are a high-quality
accessory in many bathrooms. why not presenting
them in a high-class way? m | stone® rails and bad
trays offer the best solution for presenting them in an
appropriate way and round up your bathroom design
adequately.

opposite page:
01/ ladder w and w/o shelves
02/ towel rail x3
03/ towel rails
04/ bath bridge
05/ side tray for bath

rails

towel rail
45 cm
white matt
white glossy

ladder w/o shelves
60x180 cm
white matt
€ 514,white glossy
€ 563,-

ladder w shelves
60x180 cm
white matt
€ 768,white glossy
€ 841,-

bath trays

bath bridge
(pearl/glow/pride/prime/moon)
white matt
€ 188,white glossy
€ 206,-
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bath bridge
(feel/shine)
white matt
white glossy

€ 175,€ 194,-

€ 79,€ 85,-

towel rail x3
64x64 cm
white matt
white glossy

towel rail
60 cm
white matt
white glossy

€ 290,€ 321,-

€ 97,€ 109,-
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pure/free
the icing on the cake is provided by our
comprehensive range of m | stone® accessories that
makes the final bathroom presentation perfect.
there are many combinations to choose from,
centerend around the ‘pure’ and ‘free’ creations adding
real value, versatility and style to the most used space
in your home.
opposite page:
01/ ‘pure’ standing
02/ ‘pure’ wall mounted
03/ ‘free’ wall mounted
04/ ‘free’ tissue box
05/ ‘free’ standing

pure
01
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wall mounted:
01/ wall shelf w towel slot
white matt
€ 175,white glossy
€ 188,02/ coat hook
white matt
€ 54,white glossy
€ 61,03/ toilet roll holder
white matt
€ 284,white glossy
€ 309,-
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08

standing:
04/ long tray
white matt
€ 163,white glossy
€ 175,05/ soap dish
white matt
€ 151,white glossy
€ 163,06/ cotton pad box
white matt
€ 163,white glossy
€ 175,07/ soap dispenser
white matt
€ 236,white glossy
€ 248,08/ kleenex box
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10

11

12

white matt
€ 188,white glossy
€ 200,09/ tissue box
white matt
€ 163,white glossy
€ 175,10/ toothbrush pot w lid
white matt
€ 151,white glossy
€ 163,11/ toilet brush holder
white matt
€ 284,white glossy
€ 309,12/ wastebin
white matt
€ 345,white glossy
€ 381,-

free
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wall mounted:
01/ soap dish
white matt
€ 103,white glossy
€ 115,02/ shelf
white matt
€ 139,white glossy
€ 151,03/ coat hook
white matt
€ 54,white glossy
€ 60,04/ toilet roll holder
white matt
€ 139,white glossy
€ 151,05/ toilet brush holder
white matt
€ 139,white glossy
€ 151,-
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05
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standing:
06/ soap dish
white matt
€
white glossy
€
07/ long soap dish
white matt
€
white glossy
€
08/ long tray
white matt
€
white glossy
€
09/ kleenex box
white matt
€
white glossy
€

79,91,103,115,163,175,200,212,-
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11/ toothbrush holder
white matt
€ 163,white glossy
€ 175,12/ tissue box
white matt
€ 139,white glossy
€ 151,13/ toilet brush holder
white matt
€ 296,white glossy
€ 321,14/ wastebin
white matt
€ 417,white glossy
€ 454,-
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individual concepts

01
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03

branding
04

design
05

upgrade

rimless toilet

customized product development implements the core
idea of evolution. we are your
competent workbench! with our m | stone® solid
surface production, we will accomodate every request
and special requirement to
perfectly satisfy our customers.
wether the purpose is an individual architecture project
or the creation of a commercial range: the variety in
form, design and colour is nearly endless. m | stone®
is not only aesthetically stunning - it is also functional.
m | stone are making statements in perfection creating
best quality and being a step ahead in finding tomorrow’s solutions working
closely with europe’s top designers and
architects while investing in our client
relationship right across the globe.

opposite page:
01/ individual design concepts
02/ individual branding
03/ individual shape and size
04/ individual finishing
05/ rimless solutions

infinite
possibilities
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concrete

pearl mousse grey

white/grey brown

cherry

black

m | stone’s evolutionary composition of
m | stone® solid surface is a symbiosis of
materials offering unique and endless
combinations of design, material and colour. in addition
to various color options, m | stone® offers the choice
between mat and glossy
finishes. thanks to its special formula the
desired high gloss level can be achieved by special
mechanical treatment and not by
coating or painting!

m | stone® colors

interior finish options

colors/finishes
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designed by
peter jamieson
peter jamieson was born in england in march
1969 and studdied at brighton school of
architecture and design, graduating in 1991
with a bachelor of arts honors degree. he
completed his first built solo project,
‘hucclecore house’ at the age of 25. upon
completion, he moved to milan and worked in
the studio of antonio citterio for 3 years.
amongst other projects, he worked on the
showroom towers for ‘smart’ cars. then,
returning to private practice, he moved to saint
tropez after milan and designed a number of
villas and apartments along the french
riviera. he moved to monte carlo in 2000 and
opened his own studio here in 2002 to focus
on industrial design, furniture projects and

Visit us
Visit us in our premises in leeuwarden,
experience our exeptional showroom and see
some of the endless and unique variations in
design, function and color!

flagstore showroom
1500 m2

Toutenburgstraat 2
8912 AG Leeuwarden,
The Netherlands
hours of operation:
thursday: 10:30 - 17:00
friday: 10:30 - 17:00
saturday: 10:30 - 17:00
visit by telephone outside the opening hours,
negotiable

creative direction. he lives and works from
monte carlo. a growing client list, includes boffi.
Ideal standard tubes radiatori, deltacalor, and
ritmonio.
his work has been selected for ‘young and
design’. the montecarlo radiators for tubes
radiatori have been selected to represent the
100 best pieces of italian design for i-dot. and
the ‘waterblade’ taps for ritmonio were chosen
for the 2005 ‘good design’ award from
chicago athenaeum museum of architecture &
design.

Our showroom is designed according to the
latest trends and we are proud to show our
vast range of our m | Stone® Mineral cast architecture design series. Come and let yourself
move by the fascination of creative design in its
highest perfection.

TEL.: +31 (0)651989246
TEL.: +31 (o)582165070

office/wholesale
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Leeuwarden, The Netherlands
+31 (0)651989246
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m | stone® is high quality composite ‘solid
surface’ material developed by m | stone. the
leading netherlands bathroom equipment
manufacturer. by its chemical composition,
m | stone® Is a natural mineral aluminum
tri-hydrate powder mixed with acrylic-modified
polyester resin. the addition of different natural
pigments allows this material to be available in
numerous colours and effects. resistance to
all sorts of chemical and physical influences,
as well as its completely impermeable surface
make m | stone® the first choice for interiors
when hygiene and neat design matter the
most. the material has many advantages:
* waterproof: corrosion or swelling due to
steam or moisture is not possible. The surface
cannot be damaged by moisture, rot or mildew
and liquids cannot penetrate it.
* 100% durable due to impact and shock
resistance
* 100% hygienic, dirt repellent ad stain resistant
due to non-porous surface
* chemical resistant
* completely homogenous
* thermoformable
* pleasant to the touch
* easy to repair and care
* lame and heat resistant

by using different grinding media with different
grain sizes the gloss level of the surfaces can
be adapted to your desired degree. despite
its resistance, m | stone® is easy to mill, cut,
drill or grind. like this, individual lettering or
logos can be milled into the material. Besides
acrylic, m | stone® is perfect for combination
with other materials. whether it is glass, wood,
plexiglass or non-ferrous metals the diversity is
huge.
m | stone® is not only applicable in the sanitary
sector. also kitchens, laboratories, shops or
other design projects provide a perfect space
for application. there are numerous
possibilities, let your imagination run wild.
m | stone® is pure quality, 100% made in
europe.

m | stone®
key features
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